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“How can you make a revolution without executions?”:

Terror and the Left in Russia and France

 To both a French Girondin in 1794 and a Russian kulak in the 1920s and 30s, revo-

lution didn’t mean liberation from old systems of oppression—it meant terror, fear, and the 

constant specter of death. Both the French and Russian Revolutions, originally centered 

around an ideological attachment to the rights of the underclasses and the promise of a 

utopian society, found themselves ultimately resorting to bloody reigns of terror in order to 

consolidate and prop up the revolutionary moment. At first this seems a contradic-

tion—how did liberal revolutionaries willing to place lofty ideals at the heart of their politi-

cal programs end up brutally murdering or imprisoning their own citizens and oftentimes 

their own former allies? However, a close examination of the structures of the revolutions 

and the politics of the revolutionaries reveal that violence was not a bizarre aberration. In-

stead, violence emerged as the nearly inevitable byproduct of the realities of revolutionary 

politics. Two broad factors provided the main motives for revolutionary terror. First, the 

social marginalization and frustration of the intellectual classes who spearheaded both 

revolutions produced a mentality wherein violence was seen as a legitimate and sometimes 

necessary political tool. Second, because both revolutions rested on ideology as their main 

unifying factor, the revolutionary leaders succumbed to a political paranoia that left no citi-

zen out of its net of suspicion.

 Before looking at the particular mentalities of revolutionary leaders that led to 

reigns of terror, though, it is first important to situate the French and Russian revolutions 

into the social, intellectual, and political frameworks within which they developed. The 
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eventual choice to employ terror as a revolutionary tactic stemmed from deep-set historical 

conditions, and not merely the immediate necessities of the revolutionary moment. In fact, 

it was to a large extent the social trauma that revolutionary leaders experienced before the 

revolutions that provided the direct motivation for violent programs. These conditions 

sowed the seeds which would later germinate into terror in both revolutionary moments.

 The French and Russian revolutions both occurred at times when their respective 

nations could no longer integrate the ruling regimes of the past into the needs of a modern 

society and economy. It is possible to say that both Russia and France might be labeled 

‘backwards’ during the time of deepest revolutionary anger towards old regimes. This does 

not mean that they should be classed with Europe’s small feudal states or with the ‘savage’ 

nations of the rest of the world. Instead, it means that both countries found themselves dur-

ing the revolutionary runup at the bottom rung of the great world powers—politically, eco-

nomically and socially—and consequently had acquired the taste for greatness but could 

no longer achieve it. Both found themselves in the position of playing modernizing catch-

up with their neighbors: first France, whose government at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury had not duplicated the liberal reforms prevalent in England and the Netherlands; and 

then Russia, who at the beginning of the twentieth century still rested on a primitive eco-

nomic system that had not industrialized to the extent of its western neighbors. The mili-

tary records of both confirm this picture of hulking old empires trending towards the 

wrong side of history: France had just lost nearly all of its former empire in the Seven Years’ 

War and Germany was busy steamrolling across Russia at the time of the revolution.

 More importantly, though, the comparative backwardness of both countries in the 

period leading up to revolution meant that scholars and intellectuals were left to look on 

jealously at their richer and more liberalized neighbors. Worse, the social and political sys-

tems of both countries had succeeded in completely divorcing the burgeoning intellectual 

class from any connection to the structures of power and recognition. At a point when the 
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intellectual vanguard was bent on “emancipating mankind, through knowledge, education 

and science, from the chains of ignorance and error [...] instilling a new mood of hope for a 

better future,” the entrenched governments dug their heels in to resist change (Porter 5). In 

France, the ancien régime government flatly obscured one of Europe’s most active and most 

prolific Enlightenment intellectual communities. Consequently, French intellectuals became 

increasingly thirsty for power and thus for change, since for the them to take their seat at 

the center of power a destruction of old roadblocks would be necessary. These French co-

gnoscenti became the endless agitators for the undermining of royal authority; “in France, 

unlike England, the movement for change emanated not from parliamentary institutions 

but from literary and philosophical clubs” (Pipes 130). The more they were ignored, the 

more radicalized their platforms became, and the worse the friction between thinkers and 

rulers became.  As the French philosophes became more agitated and the monarchy became 

more blundering, the incompatibility of the two became increasingly apparent:

... where the monarchial ideology saw divine spirit as the ultimate source of the social order, 

the Enlightenment insisted on a purely naturalistic account of the world [and] where the 

monarchial ideology picture society as composed of a multitude of corporate bodies, each 

with its own specific privileges, the Enlightenment insisted on the universal applicability of 

reason to human affairs. (Sewell 293)

 According to Richard Pipes, “the intellectual atmosphere of late Imperial Russia 

closely resembled that of ancien régime France on the eve of the Revolution, and the circles 

of philosophes anticipated those of the Russian intelligentsia” (Pipes 129). In fact, institu-

tional oppression of the intellectual class in Russia was even more obvious: in the 1860s, the 

tsar’s officials began cracking down on universities, and the students “chafed under it and 

from time to time gave vent to their frustration by staging protests” (Pipes 150). Protests 

were not uncommon for the end of the nineteenth century, and it is likely that “in a more 

tolerant regime they would have been allowed to dissipate” (Pipes 150). Instead, the old 
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authoritarian system continued to refuse the clamoring students any legitimacy, thereby 

confounding and frustrating a generation of intellectuals.

 A comparison to Enlightenment Britain may be drawn here, which, as the home of 

Locke and other thinkers, was no more unfamiliar to progressive intellectual ideas than 

France or Russia. However, the British system of constitutional legitimacy, parliamentary 

representation, and general social and intellectual openness functioned as a steam-valve for 

revolutionary sentiment. Here and there pressure built up by the thinkers to reform and to 

modernize, but the crucial difference in Britain was that such ideas became component to 

the political process. Sewell points out that “the admirably stable British state of the eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuries was hardly famous for its ideological consistency,” for Brit-

ish thinkers of many persuasions were able to cast their lots inside the establishment instead 

of outside of it (Sewell 294). This cut off the impetus for a revolutionary mindset, and, more 

importantly for this discussion, prevented a radically distinct and isolated intellectual class 

from forming. Compare this to the authoritarian clamps present in ancien régime France 

and tsarist Russia which led intellectuals to band together, mostly apart from mainstream 

society, and to form radical cadres of leftist revolutionary thought. Essentially, the attempts 

to squash out intellectual dissent only made those dissenters more resolute and more angry, 

and set up a conservatives-versus-revolutionaries binary that weighed deeply on the mind-

sets of both the old governments and their enemies.

 The final prerevolutionary situational detail that is crucial in understanding the 

situation of the revolutionaries is the alienation that the intellectual classes felt from their 

own societies and from the cultures that were sprawling around haphazardly within them. 

This sense of isolation both unified revolutionary intellectuals and also wrought a deep 

sense of suspicion. For the French philosophes, this disdain was mostly social, and targeted 

mainly at patterns of privilege and outmoded fashions like religion. Between the “set of 

privileged corporate bodies held together by the supreme will of a semi-sacerdotal king” to 
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the “entry of a person into a corporate body [which] normally involved the swearing of a 

religious oath,” the Enlightenment thinkers were quick to chastise the popular views of their 

own society as hopelessly absurd (Sewell 290, 291). Jean Meslier lamented that “all religion 

inspires but a cowardly and inordinate fear of the deity” (Meslier LXIII). Schama suggests 

many French philosophers’ “revolutionary fire was ignited by their rejection of commercial-

ism and the modern city” (Schama 197). Similarly, the Russian revolutionary intellectuals 

saw Russian society as dangerously saturated with the muddled lifeways of the past. They 

looked upon the rank inequalities of capitalism with increasing disdain, and their brand of 

Marxism “aimed not only at altering the balance of power and ownership in society but also 

at transforming human nature” (Read 490).

 Before continuing further it should be noted that, despite the parallels between the 

French and Russian revolutionary and, later, terrorist mindsets that are highlighted here, it 

is incorrect to call both revolutions flat equivalents of each other. The prerevolutionary 

conditions had significant differences: not only those necessitated by a 130-year gap, but 

also ones of magnitude. While the Russian revolutionaries faced a regime unalterably op-

posed to their aims and so responded with a complete overhaul of every social, political, 

and economic institution, in France Louis XVI was willing to make bargains that the revo-

lutionary leaders, tired from years of ignorance, flatly rejected. And, when the subsequent 

terrors arrived, they were vastly different in their duration and scope. Writes Pipes:

Suffice it to say that the French Revolution culminated in terror, whereas the Russian one 

began with it. The former has been called a “brief parenthesis,” a “countercurrent”; the Red 

Terror constituted from the outset an essential element of the regime, which now intensified, 

now abated, but never disappeared, hanging like a permanent dark cloud over Soviet Russia. 

(Pipes 789)

Nevertheless, it is still useful to draw out the commonalities of the two, as the underlying 

mentalities that provoked both terrors were largely informed by the same thoughts. Re-

marked Lenin to Trotsky in 1918, “from now on we’re applying the model of the French 
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Revolution and putting on trial and even executing the senior commanders if they hold 

back and fail in their actions” (qtd. in Volkognov 201–202).

 The first broad factor which led to terror both in Russia and France, then, was the 

extent to which revolutionary leaders actually embraced terror as a revolutionary tool, a 

sentiment that owes a great deal to this vast catalogue of prior marginalization and frustra-

tion that the intellectual classes felt in the runup to revolution. From a twentieth-century 

perspective, we tend to associate liberal revolutions and people’s movements with nonvio-

lence and pacifism—a mostly modern phenomenon. A great body of evidence shows that 

most of the ideologues on the Left in both France and Russia either tacitly condoned or 

outright advocated the use of violence in order to secure their political aims. 

 Robespierre said that “terror is nothing more than prompt, severe, inflexible justice” 

(qtd. in Ozouf 271). Trotsky is quoted as having heard Lenin say “how can you make a revo-

lution without executions? Do you expect to dispose of your enemies by disarming your-

self? What other means of repression are there? Prisons?” (qtd. in Pipes 791). Why did these 

revolutionaries feel that they needed to resort to systematic patterns of violence in order to 

secure their utopian aims? The answer lies both in the psychology of the intellegentsia as a 

social class and the the degree to which they viewed the revolution in terms of the outright 

destruction of the old, repressive world order. 

 Both Enlightenment and Bolshevik intellectuals saw the world in terms of the ra-

tional advancement of human progress. Central to this belief was an agreement that social 

order and harmony was a state that attainable only through careful planning by an educated 

class of social experts. This belief in the salvation of the world order through the wise and 

judicious rule by the intellectuals attracted thinkers out of a combination of idealism and 

vanity: yes, the world could be made a better place free of the idiocies of corrupt regimes, 

and they, the intellectuals, would be its overseers. Pipes detects hidden paternalism present 

in the revolutionary intellectuals’ order by reason:
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The theories of Locke and Helvétius permit intellectuals to claim status as mankinds “educa-

tors” in the broadest sense of that word. They are the repository of reason, which they believe 

to be always superior to experience. While mankind gropes in darkness, they, the “illumi-

nati,” know the path to virtue, and, through virtue, to happiness. This whole conception puts 

intellectuals at odds with the rest of humanity. (Pipes 127)

This belief was compounded and radicalized by the extent to which the intellectual classes 

had been stripped of power. The intelligentsia longed for the power which they felt they 

needed in order to enact all of their good reforms, and so the revolutions became as much 

an enabling tool for a disenfranchised class of thinkers as it was about righting society and 

unifying the people.

 For a small group of elite thinkers to topple vast networks of entrenched power, 

though, more drastic measures than petitions and academic flyers would be necessary. The 

revolutions would require a blow at the heart of the old oppressors, in order to shock them 

into confusion and clearly mark the power of the revolutionaries. This was as much a retri-

butionary enterprise as anything. The long isolation of intellectuals had built within their 

ranks a deep-set hatred for the bunglers who had squandered away their countries’ progress 

and prestige. They had spent years looking with envy on the systems of privilege and aris-

tocracy which catapulted men of dubious character into positions of power and left them, 

the ones were convinced they knew what to do with society, away from power’s lap. If terror 

would be a necessary tool in forcing the old systems to finally crumble under their own 

contradictions and failures, then, argued the revolutionaries, they would use terror in the 

long aim of destroying the people who had held them back from the power they deserved.

 There is no denying that the revolutionaries saw the conflict in terms of an outright 

war between old and new, and thus could justify the use of terror as a wartime necessity in 

order to ensure the victory of the revolutionary spirit that would then bring peace, prosper-

ity, and a humane social order. Jean-Paul Marat exclaimed “we must cement liberty in the 

blood of the despot” (qtd. in Schama 737). Lenin, writing in “How to Organize Competi-
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tion,” held that the best way to usher in peace amongst the proletariat was “the cleansing of 

the Russian land of any harmful insects, swindler fleas, wealthy bugs, and so on [...] one out 

of every ten people guilty of parasitism should be executed on the spot” (qtd. in Volkognov 

197). In a battle between ideologies, especially in a climate where both sides have become so 

alienated from each other and so radical in their views so as to refuse compromise, “terror 

enters into this arsenal of defense, no longer as a consequence but as an aspect of war, and 

therefore inseparable from it” (Ozouf 270). 

 Moreover, the revolutionaries in both periods believed that the established system 

had squashed the intellect and the virility of the working classes who they would need, both 

ideologically and practically, to support the revolutions. This meant that terror became the 

intellectual’s whip to enforce what they as intellectuals knew to be right, even when the 

working class that they championed disagreed. They justified this top-down mentality by 

arguing that the people simply could not see what was best for themselves, since they had so 

long been jammed into subservience by a backwards order. The revolutionary actor 

François Joseph Talma “saw his rhetoric as an instrument to galvanize public virtues” in a 

moment when the revolutionary government “had spoken in indefinitely inclusive terms—

of the Nation, of the patrie, of citizenship—as if every French man and woman had a direct 

stake in that enlarged political family” (Schama 497). The revolutionaries, then, would be 

warranted in dispensing terror in order to preserve what the intellectuals had convinced 

themselves was the rational view of the world order. When the French peasantry began to 

turn rancorous due to the revolutionaries’ assaults on the churches, the intellectuals struck 

back, kicking off the peak of the Reign of Terror. “By defining what was progress and how to 

get there, the intelligentsia claimed to represent the ‘whole people’” (Burbank 516). In Rus-

sia in 1879, the most radical intellectuals formed the Narodnaia Volia, or People’s Will in 

response to the realization that the population could not be counted on to be as enlightened 

or as furious with the old order as the intellectuals were. This marked the first stage at 
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which the Russian intellectuals “established violence as a legitimate instrument of politics: 

enlightenment and persuasion were rejected as futile and even counterproductive” (Pipes 

143). The intellectuals had issued to themselves the “right to decide what was good for the 

people” when it became painfully clear that the people “would have no truck with anti-

tsarist ideology” (Pipes 143).

 Consequently, terror developed as a psychological response for the classes of élite 

intellectuals who were both furiously frustrated with the backwardness of the old orders, 

stripped of any potency to change things, somewhat arrogantly convinced of the singular 

value of their own enlightened ideologies, and betrayed by the very people they claimed to 

speak for. Intellectual enemies of the Bolsheviks held that “a deep hostility to state power, a 

willingness to tolerate and even encourage destructive violence, a disregard for democracy, 

narrow-minded dogmatism, utopianism and impracticality—were responsible, at least in 

part, for the catastrophic consequences of the old regime’s collapse and for the values that 

informed the new dictatorship” (Burbank 527). Given these conditions, terror was a prod-

uct of desperation, of anger, and of paternalism.

 The second broad factor for explaining the terror was the need for enforcing ideo-

logical unity as the foundation of the revolution, and the consequent paranoia that 

stemmed from the suspicion of heterodoxy. Although they technically stemmed from fiscal 

or military sparks and eventually settled into at least somewhat of a class conflict, both 

revolutions drew their principal dividing lines along ideological standards. This was an as-

set to the intellectuals, as they were ideological powerhouses, but also a disadvantage, since 

ideology is invisible, and thus the threat of ideological traitors was both omnipresent and 

impossible to identify. The ideological polarity of the fight meant that ideological disunity 

posed a major strategic problem, since the glue that bound the revolutionaries together was 

one based entirely on a commitment to the revolutionary ideal.
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 It was impossible in both revolutions to determine objectively which “side” a citizen 

might sympathize with. In France, a surprising number of entrenched aristocrats threw 

their lots in with the Enlightenment revolutionaries whose social rhetoric had been popu-

larized in parlor rooms and fashionable circles. Voltaire was a darling of the rich, and Lafay-

ette a member of the upper aristocracy. In Russia, the proletariat made up just as much of 

the counterrevolutionary forces as they did the revolutionary ones; the White army con-

sisted largely of disgruntled peasants. Thus, the revolutions could not simply tag classes 

with the labels “enemy” and “ally”; instead, they had to rely on an invisible and untestable 

litmus of ideological orthodoxy. Cultural revolution became as important as political revo-

lution; in Russia, as in France, “the success or failure of the Bolshevik enterprise depended 

at least as much on its ability to create and propagate new values as it did on the more prac-

tical issues of raising working-class and poor peasant living standards” (Read 490).

 In such an environment, it was easy to suspect threats to the revolution from all 

sides. Even former intellectual allies could not avoid the net of suspicion as both regimes 

struggled to enforce a rigid pattern of ideological unity. Lacking any reliable method to 

prove who did and did not fall on the winning side of this ideological chasm, the revolu-

tionary leaders initiated something of a witch hunt aimed at expelling even the slightest 

possibility of dissent. This reached its fever pitch in both cases when the revolutions were at 

their most vulnerable. In France, a string of catastrophes turned the revolution bloody at 

home in Year II when

... the military defeats of the spring of 1793, the consequent threat of foreign invasion, the 

sharply deteriorating economic situation and the counter-revolutionary insurrections all 

conspired to unleash a campaign of state-terror to mobilise every last national resource, both 

human and material, in defence of the Revolution. (Blanning 45)

When the revolutionary leaders saw support for their cause waning and saw defeats loom-

ing over their shoulders, they became even more desperate to root out disunity that could 

drain the lifeblood of the revolutionary cause. They required an unflagging agreement in 
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the central issue that gave revolution its legitimacy in the first place: “that there was to be no 

accommodation, no compromise with the existing social, economic, and political regime, 

that it had to be destroyed, root and branch” (Pipes 152).

 Nowhere is this paranoia of intellectual disobedience more obvious than in both 

revolutions’ vicious turn on their own leaders. The leaders of both terrors occupied them-

selves with enforcing ideological purity as much amongst their own former friends as they 

did amongst their longtime enemies. In France, the Terror swept in moderate revolutionar-

ies like the Girondins who questioned the Jacobin insistence on radical unity. It was not un-

til the execution of the Robsepierre, the great radical himself, that the Terror finally col-

lapsed and exhausted itself out of self-suspicion. In Russia, the situation was even worse: the 

Socialist-Revolutionaries, the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries, and the Mensheviks all suf-

fered under the Bolshevik’s unyielding policy of rigorous ideological unity. With the even-

tual expulsion of Trotsky in 1929, the Communists succeeded in purging the last scraps of 

ideological variation from the system.

 Moreover, such a policy was self-sustaining: it bred dissent amongst former allies, 

who then became more suspects for the ideological  terror. “The intellectual founders of 

Russian social democracy—G. V. Plekhanov, A. N. Potresov, V. I. Zasulich, and P. B. Ak-

sel´rod—all took stands harshly critical of Bolshevik-style revolution” as the Bolsheviks 

began to enforce their hard line, and, consequently, those intellectuals not in perfect synco-

pation with the revolutionary leaders were culled out for expulsion or death (Burbank 519). 

In the eyes of the leaders, dissent could be lurking within any of the movement’s supposed 

allies along with all of its enemies. 

 Both these arguments make the assumption that revolution in France and in Russia 

was predominately a phenomenon of the intellectual élite, and that the social politics of the 

mobs and workers were subsidiary to those of the thinkers who planned and incited the 

rebellions. It is therefore fair criticism to argue that this focus on the intellectuals obscures a 
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more important crowd mentality that gave birth to the terrors. However, ample evidence 

suggests that behind both “popular revolutions” in France and Russia lurked an ever-

present class of intellectuals who pushed and guided the philosophy of the revolution from 

above. Joseph Schumpter suggested:

Neither the opportunity to attack nor real or fancied grievances are in themselves sufficient 

to produce, however strongly they may favor, the emergence of active hostility against a so-

cial order. For such an atmosphere to develop it is necessary that there be groups whose in-

terest it is to work up and organize resentment, to nurse it, to voice and lead it. (qtd. in Pipes 

122).

Of course, the intellectuals alone could not have executed the entire operation of either 

revolution. Nonetheless, as the ultimate philosophical center of both movements, it was in-

tellectuals and their equivalents, like Lenin and Robespierre, whose final decisions pro-

duced the terrors. It is therefore most useful to explain the terrors in terms of the principles 

of the revolutions’ guardians and marionette string-pullers.

 In the end, then, the epicenter of revolutionary terror was seated, both in France and 

in Russia, in the intelligentsia. Chekhov once said of the Russian radical class that “its op-

pressors come from its own inner depths” (qtd. in Pipes 140). Indeed, the social repression 

of intellectuals, their own unwavering belief in the charm of knowledge and reason, and the 

incompatibility of radical modernism with old systems confined the intellectual classes of 

France and Russia into a position of marginal power. In this social gutter, they quietly 

fumed against the backward rulers who were destroying their countries, and when the revo-

lutions finally came, they had already desperately integrated violence and terrorism into 

their aims. And when they found themselves at the head of revolutions dictated along lies of 

ideology, they gave way to paranoia. These fragile psychological mentalities were the deadly 

recipes that spelled out the French and Russian terrors.
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16. Both the French revolutionary government and the Russian revolutionary government instituted 
reigns of terror. Why was this?

The terrors that sprang out of both the French and Russian revolutions were both products of para-
noia. In both cases, intellectual élites had spearheaded the revolutions, but in both cases they were 
not in the majority—and they realized it. Since both revolutions were essentially bound together by 
ideology (and a minority one at that), the preservation of that ideology became crucial to the pres-
ervation of power. Thus, movements that began as hyperliberal adopted conservative tactics of fear 
and intimidation, which their exponents saw as a ‘necessary evil’ for the long-run preservation of 
ideals. And, since ideology is not something that turns up in a blood test, the paranoia that literally 
anybody might be a traitor to the ideals led to the widespread and incestuous terror of both revolu-
tions.

Two major concepts: revolution as ideology and paranoid intelligentsia

I. Framework of the Revolutions
 - Primarily liberal revolutions
 - Intellectual class spurring on a ‘working class’ mentality
 - Prior suppression and control of academics
II. Similarities and differences between France and Russia
 - Russia drew much of its ideology from FR
 - However, RR used terror more systematically and in a more ingrained fashion than FR
III. Terror as political tool of a marginalized class (intellectuals)
 - As intellectual increasingly frustrated by both the rulers and the people, they were increas-
ingly powerless
 -Viewed terror as the only just punishment for the exploitative old classes
 - Social nature of the revolutions encouraged pure hatred
 - Legitimization of revolution as watershed event
IV. Terror as a tool for ensuring ideological unity
 - Both revolutions rested on ideology as their impelling current
 - Paranoia since anyone could be harboring counterrevolutionary thoughts
 - “There are no enemies on the Left”
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